Jean Baudrillard has called the ecstasy of communication.
There is a loss of prívate space and s1multaneously, a loss of
public space. This is the ontology of Paul Sermons Telematic
Dreaming{1992). W1th electronic interactiv1ty, the body appe
ars to be situated wherever its effect is. Enabled by micro
technology, consciousness has left the physical body and mer
ged w1th the image in an interactive outer-space.
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LOCATING THE IMAGE IN AN AGE OF
ELECTRONIC MEDIA
Summary
As East Asia accelerates from Medieval cul
ture and consciousness, through a com
pressed period of industrial modernizat1on,
into the communications era, the conver
gence of living sacred tradit1ons and infor
mation technology presents a deep ontolo
gical enigma. Starting from the premise that
the image is an index of the locus of reallty,
this sessIon will attempt to locate the
irnage In an age of instantaneous comrnuni
catIon, virtual reality and hypermedia.
The word image Is llnked in etymology with the Latin imitan,
wh1ch is the root of the word imitate. In the Medieval vIew the
likeness between any thing and any representatIon of it must
be analogical. Here, analogy is similitude In the sense of simile
rather than that of simulacrum. Medieval representation imita
tes the idea of the thing and not its substance.
The image of a Hindu devata, latent in canonical prescription,
must be inwardly visualised by the Icon maker in an act of
non-d1fferentiation. This inner image is the model from which
he proceeds to execute in a chosen material. The viewer in
turn applles his or her own imaginative energy to the physical
icon, realising the devata w1thin the immanent space in the
heart AII images are interior and reality 1tself is imaged within
consciousness.
From the lslam1c standpoint, the law of all phenomenon can
be symbolised geometrically in the way that space, seen as
extension, is created by unfolding through the dimens1ons and
can be folded up agaIn, leading back to the point of unity. lt is
the confus1on caused by sculpture in the round, chiaroscuro,
perspective and other illusionistic representations in the sta
ges of fold1ng up that underp1ns the prohibition of images in
lslam1c art.
In modern consumer capitalism everything that was once
directly llved becomes representation as images prollferate
beyond the viewers control. Guy Debord has described this
spectacle as capital accumulated until it becomes an image.
This is the televisual imaging of our desires. The image of
desire itself. lt alienates us as it permeates our conscious
ness. In works like Theme Song{1973). Vito Acconci assaults
the limit of this image. He implicates the viewer and paradox1cally compounds the alienation of a medium that promises
interactIon but does not permIt it.
Today the allenation of the spectacle has dissolved into what

sessions

Telernatic Dreaming. Disembodied cons
ciousness and contact across two and
three dimensional worlds, between image
and physical reality, between man and
his own image. Remember Michelangelo's
Creation of Adam. Contact. New ontology
or old delusion. Electronic comrnunion
or physical alienation. Paul, do you
have any comment on my understanding of
your work?

Pauls reply:
Consciousness always seerns to be the
sta'r."'ting point of any discussion about
Telematic Drearning, the notion of the
cause and effect situation, the rapid
fire of consciousness back and forth
between the remote and the local body.
Without putting too much emphasis on
the historical notion of a great artw
ork or a rnasterpiece the reference to
Michelangelo's Creation of Adam is an
appropriate one. Its not rny initial
intention, however, when I install the
piece I arn always struck by its presen
ce - watching the hands of two people
move towards the point of touch is an
event in itself. The senses of sight
and touch are exchanged.

Email to Paul Sermon:
Help. I need to set up a home page in
conjunction with ISEA96. The problem is
that my work - The Failure of Marcel
Duchamp/Japanese Fetish Even!(l993-96J
has an erotic elernent that is unaccep
table on Malaysian servers. Part of the
aim of this project is to address ter
ritoriality in the Net. Information
that is globally accessible (instanta
neously} is not universally acceptable
(local laws and valuesJ. The work
itself is a harsh parody of Marcel
Duchamps Etant Donnes. Could you possi
bly direct me to someone who can help
by providing space.

Pauls reply:
We could certainly locate your web site
on our server at the Art School in
Leipzig. And judging by the content of
the site, I would find it a very inte
resting possibility.

With regard to the reading of images, Roland Barthes has
asked if analog1cal representatIons or copies produce true sys
tems of sIgns and not simple agglutinat1ons of symbols Is It

poss1ble to conce1ve of an analog1cal code - a language of the
image, or 1s the image the l1mit of mean1ng.
Etant Donnes cleaves from logos, an abyss of eros. lt repre
sents the culm1nation of the humanist trajectory in the ph1loso
phy of being. The perspective of the eye is fused, or rather,
confused w1th that of the I in what must be the end game of
retinal art. Sculpture and photography are reduced to indiffe
rence in this paragon of v1sibility. This parergon of reality This
hypereality.
In Hellenistic usage, aisthesis implies physical affectability as
distinguished from mental operations. Ananda Coomaraswamy
has remarked that the Greek origin of the modern term aes
thetic means noth1ng but sensation or reaction to externa! sti
muli - what the biologist calls 1rritability. With this observation
the convent1onal d1chotomy of pornography and art is dissol
ved. Frednc Jameson has even proposed that the visual Image
1s, 1n 1tself, essentially pornographic.
Today, Duchamps delayed image is no longer an esotenc
encounter. lt 1s democrat1cally accessible {G1ven:) as the slow
download {Waterfall?) on a personal illuminating screen (Gas!).
With this mass, interactive ddation of desire, the meaning of
the image has been displaced by 1ts very presence. The
1mage has become an absolute fet1sh lt is even argued that
as a consequence of the lim1ted spatial resolution in ali physi
cal systems, including the eye, and the nature of light as dis
crete quanta, every image is in principie a digital one. The
image as sheer technology.
Paul Valery had prophesied that just as water, gas and electri
city were effortlessly brought into our homes to sat1sfy our
needs, visual or auditory images would one day serve us at a
simple movement of the hand. Ult1mately, in keeping w1th this
ut11ities analogy, the current system of 1nstantaneous use and
retrieval of images on a mass basis is dominated by the circu
lation of capital. In the new order of our fast homogenising
world, what is really at stake is the authorsh1p and ownership
of reality itself.
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